Experimental Study on Seepage Properties of Jointed Rock-Like Samples Based on 3D Printing Techniques
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Sample making of fractured rock mass is a big problem in rock mechanical test. The specimens prepared by traditional rock core drilling have some disadvantages such as unclear internal structure and great difference in mechanical properties; while, the samples prepared by inserting and seaming method have some other disadvantages such as hard to control the attitude of precast-joints, low accuracy. A method for preparing fractured rock-like samples based on 3D printing technology is introduced in this paper, and the seepage characteristics of fractured rock-like samples is studied by seepage experiments. Firstly, the standard profile curves of 10 grades of joint roughness are digitized and 10 groups of 3D digital fracture models are established with different roughness and thickness (i.e., 1.5, 3.0, and 5.0 mm, respectively). 30 fracture inserts are produced by 3D printing technology. Then, rock-like specimens with through-filling fractures are poured with molds. Finally, the permeability tests of the prepared rock-like specimens are carried out to study the seepage characteristics of fractures with different roughness and gap widths under different confining pressures. The results show that 3D printing technology provides an effective way for production of complex crack samples in laboratory test and the comparative analysis of tests. The seepage characteristics of fractures are well studied. When the gap width is small, the permeability decreases with the increase of roughness, and the influence of roughness on fracture permeability decreases rapidly with the increase of confining pressure and gap width. The permeability of through-filling fractures with different roughness and gap width decreases with the increase of confining pressure. The relationship between confining pressure and fracture permeability can be described by the power function. 3D printing technology overcomes the shortcomings of traditional specimen preparation methods and greatly improves the precision of crack inserts. The jointed rock-like model established by the method revealed the influence of fracture characteristics on seepage flow very well.

1. Introduction

Seepage properties of jointed rock mass have great influence on the stabilities of rock engineering; therefore, the study of seepage has always been a hotspot in the field of rock mechanics. Since the 1960s, Snow [1, 2] and Romn [3] carried out the water flow test of parallel plate crack for the first time and proposed the famous cubic law; researchers have done a lot of research on the seepage characteristics of fractured rock mass. Considering the influence of rough fracture surface from different perspectives, Lomize et al. [4–7] introduced roughness influence coefficients into cubic law to analyze the seepage characteristics of rough fracture. Zhu and Wong [8], Han et al. [9], Schulze et al. [10], Oda et al. [11], and Wang and Park [12] preliminarily established the relationship between damage, volume expansion, porosity, and permeability based on different rock mass. Yang et al. [13, 14] obtained the result that the roughness of fracture is an important factor affecting fracture seepage by experiment and the recovery of fracture hydraulic opening has obvious lag phenomenon. Duan et al. [15] studied the tensile fracture surfaces of JRC curve with different roughness coefficients of joints experimentally and obtained the result that the higher the roughness, the lower the
permeability. Zimmerman et al. [16] found the phenomenon of Forchheimer flow in rough fracture when the Reynolds number is bigger than 20 for the first time by means of experiments and numerical method. Zoorabadi et al. [17] carried out saturated seepage test on crack specimens with different roughness coefficients JRC and discussed the effects of Reynolds number and relative roughness on nonlinear seepage characteristics. With the rapid development of computer technology, the numerical simulation method has played an important role in considering the geometrical features of fracture surface and studying the seepage of jointed rock mass. Zhou et al. [18] analyzed the seepage law of rough fracture by the finite element method. Liu et al. [19–23] carried out experimental study and theoretical analysis of seepage characteristics on the basis of discrete fracture network (DFN); they found that the roughness has a big influence on the seepage characteristic of rock mass. Min et al. [24] studied the permeability characterization of representative element volume (REV) of rock mass by the DFN method. Baghbanan et al. [25] studied the influence of opening and trace length of joints on the permeability tensor and analyzed the anisotropy of permeability.

Single fracture is the basic element of fracture network; the seepage property of a single fracture has also been studied, for example, Wang et al. [26, 27] and Xiong et al. [28] studied the two basic parameters describing geometric characteristics of single fracture surface, gap width and roughness, and discussed the way of determination of fractures with different roughness and the equivalent hydraulic gap width. He et al. [29] prepared ten cylindrical cement samples with single fracture and different JRCs and carried out seepage tests; they found JRC has a great influence on seepage characteristics of single fracture at low stress, and on the contrary, the influence decreases rapidly.

The gap width and roughness of fracture have a great influence on macroscopic mechanical properties of jointed rock masses, but there are relatively few studies on the mechanical properties of jointed rock masses considering the roughness and gap width under different confining pressures. The mechanism of roughness and gap width on the mechanical properties of jointed rock masses is also not well recognized, so it is necessary to study the influence of roughness and gap width by test.

Laboratory tests can simulate the stress and deformation characteristics of rock mass comprehensively and truly, which is one of the important means to study the characteristics of engineering rock mass. In the process of numerical simulation, the structure of complex engineering rock mass is often simplified, which results in a certain deviation between the model and the real rock mass, and some difficulties are encountered in the selection of material parameters and the determination of constitutive relations, so the reliability of this method is often questioned; laboratory tests become the main means to verify the results of numerical simulation. At present, laboratory tests are becoming more and more important, but making samples with internal three-dimensional defects and complex geological structures is always one of the main restrictions on the development of rock mechanics tests. Preexisting fissures are always used to make samples, and there are two ways; one is to use tools (such as milling cutter, wire saw, and high-pressure water jet) to directly cut to obtain cracks in the rock cores [30–32]. However, due to the limitation of digging tools and the difference of mechanical properties caused by the complex microstructure inside the rock, the test data are often discrete. The other is directly casting samples containing preexisting fissures through similar rock materials such as gypsum and concrete [30, 33–35], but the roughness and the small opening of cracks are hardly guaranteed.

With the rise and progress of 3D printing technology, it is gradually possible to model entities with complex structures. 3D printing has the advantages of “any material, any part, any quantity, any location, and any field [36],” and it has been paid more attention and applied by rock mechanics researchers in recent years. Xiong et al. [37] made a number of rock samples with the same structure plane morphology using 3D printing technology and carried out a series of direct shear tests. The test results show that the values are consistent, and the dispersion of test results is small. Wang et al. [38] introduced a method of preparing fracture network models with different geometric shapes by 3D printing technology and carried out uniaxial compression laboratory tests for the RDFN model, linear DFN model, and solid model of rough fractured rock mass with different sample sizes. They found that the elastic modulus and uniaxial compressive strength of rock mass with preset fractures are significantly lower than those of solid rock model under uniaxial compression. The elastic modulus and uniaxial compressive strength of the RDFN model considering fracture roughness are higher than those of the linear DFN model. Without considering the roughness of joints, the compressive resistance of fractured rock mass will be underestimated. Zhao et al. [39] made parallel, combined, t-shaped, oblique, and orthogonal fracture models by 3D printing technology, poured rock-like samples containing different shapes of filling fractures with molds, and studied the variation rules of gas permeability of samples with different permeability structures under different confining pressures. These studies show that 3D printing technology overcomes the shortcomings of traditional specimen preparation methods and greatly improves the precision of fissure inserts, and an effective approach of solid complex structures reconstruction by 3D printing technology can be provided for indoor tests on the mechanical behavior of fractured rock mass.

In this paper, two basic parameters, roughness and gap width, are taken into account to conduct experimental research on seepage characteristics of through-filling fractured rock-like material based on 3D printing technology. The standard profile curves of 10 levels joint roughness (JRC = 0–20) proposed by Barton et al. [40, 41] are digitized to establish 10 groups of 3D digital fracture models with different roughness and thickness (1.5, 3.0, and 5.0 mm). Fracture inserts are produced by 3D printing technology to pour rock-like specimens with different roughness and gap widths. The permeability tests of the prepared rock-like specimens are carried out to study the seepage
characteristics of fractures with different roughness and gap widths under different confining pressures.

2. Specimen Production Based on 3D Printing Technology

2.1. 3D Printing of Fracture Inserts with Different Roughness and Thickness. The type of 3D printer used in the experiment is XYZPrinting DaVinci 3.0 (Figure 1), the printer’s nozzle diameter is 0.4 mm, and the printing accuracy is 0.1 mm. The maximum size of the printable model is 200 mm × 200 mm × 190 mm (length × width × height). The way of printing is melting accumulation, and the material used is PLA (poly lactic acid) polymer plastic. The sample is made by layering and melting stacking, and the thickness of printing layer is 0.3 mm.

2.2. Specimen Making. The rock-like material of specimens is made of cement mortar, and the material of through-filling cracks is made of gypsum mortar. Referring to the research of Li et al. [42, 43] and passing various proportioning tests, the rock-like material is mixed according to the mass ratio of ordinary Portland cement 42.5, river sand, gypsum, and water as 1:0.4:0.13:0.3, the permeability of the cement mortar samples without side pressure is 1.2 × 10^{-18} m^2, and the uniaxial compressive strength is 25 MPa. Compared with cement mortar, gypsum mortar has strong water permeability and high porosity, as well as certain strength and compressibility. It is better to simulate through-filling cracks. The gypsum mortar is mixed by the mass ratio of gypsum, river sand, and water as 1:0.8:0.6, the permeability of the gypsum mortar samples without side pressure is 3.8 × 10^{-15} m^2, and the uniaxial compressive strength is 4.6 MPa.

After the fissure inserts were made by 3D printer, the inserts were placed at the center of the molds, and the cement mortar was poured into the model after mixed evenly. During the pouring process, make sure that the crack insert piece is located in the center of the mold. After curing for 72 h, the inserts were removed and gypsum mortar was poured into the crack and fully filled. Molds were removed the next day and dried at normal temperature for 30 d to complete the specimens.

Thirty rock-like specimens with through-filling fractures including 10 grades roughness (JRC = 0~20) and three gap widths (1.5 mm, 3.0 mm, and 5.0 mm, respectively) have been produced; some specimens are shown in Figure 4.

3. Seepage Experiment of Fractured Rock-Like Samples

3.1. Experiment Scheme. Microcomputer controlled rock servo of triaxial test TAW2000 is used for penetrant test. The triaxial pressure chamber in the confining pressure system is reformed, the pressure chamber seat is replaced, and pore water is introduced into the pressure chamber to carry out the permeability test, rheological test, and stress-seepage coupling test. Three independent loading systems of axial pressure, confining pressure, and pore water pressure are equipped for the machine, which can apply the maximum confining pressure of 70 MPa, the maximum axial deviating stress of 500 MPa, and the maximum pore water pressure of 70 MPa. Axial and radial displacements are measured by the LVDT displacement sensor and chain extension meter, respectively.

The steady-state method is used in the test, and the permeable water pressure is applied at the bottom of the rock specimen through the stainless steel permeable pad at the lower end of the triaxial pressure chamber. Atmospheric pressure is maintained at the top of the specimen so that the osmotic pressure difference is formed at both ends of the specimen (see Figure 5). Changes in head pressure are recorded by a preset pressure sensor. A flow meter is set up at the seepage outlet at the other end of the pressure chamber to record the variation of seepage flow. According to Darcy’s law, the calculation formula of rock specimen permeability is deduced as

$$k = \frac{\mu L Q}{A \Delta p \Delta t}$$

where $\mu$ is hydrodynamic viscosity of water (it is 1.005 × 10^{-3} (Pa·s) at normal temperature); $L$ is the length of the rock specimen (m); $Q$ is seepage discharge; $A$ is the cross-sectional area of rock specimen (m$^2$); and $\Delta p$ is the difference of osmotic pressure between two ends of rock specimen (Pa).

During the test, only confining pressure and osmotic water pressure are applied, and no axial load is applied; the inlet water pressure was maintained at 1.0 MPa, and the outlet pressure is atmospheric pressure. The confining pressure changes with time, and the confining pressure is guaranteed to be larger than the osmotic water pressure in the same test. According to the purpose of the test, 8 values of confining pressure are selected: 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 8.0, and 12.0 MPa, respectively. At the same time, in order to fully reflect the percolation characteristics of the specimens
Figure 1: XYZPrinting DaVinci 3D printing system.

Figure 2: Barton’s curves with varied JRC values and corresponding 3D models: (a) Barton’s 10 JRC curves; (b) 3D stretch JRC surface; (c) 1.5 mm print solid model.

Figure 3: Fracture inserts with different roughness and thickness.

Figure 4: Part of the specimens: (a) three kinds of gap widths when JRC is 5; (b) three kinds of gap widths when JRC is 9.
under the condition of water saturation, the prepared specimens are firstly tested with vacuum water saturation and soaked in distilled water for 48 h before the test. During the test, the steady seepage discharges of the specimens under different confining pressures are recorded by the flow meter and the permeability is calculated.

3.2. Test Results and Analysis

3.2.1. Influence of Confining Pressure on Permeability of Through-Filling Fractures. The relations between confining pressure and permeability of through-filling fracture with different roughness and gap widths are shown in Figure 6. As shown in the figure, the permeability of the through-filling fractures with different roughness and gap width decreases with the increase of confining pressure, and at the initial stage of confining pressure loading (1.2∼3.0 MPa), the fracture permeability decreases rapidly. However, in the middle and later stage of loading (3.0∼12.0 MPa), the decrease rate of fracture permeability is relatively slow. The reason is that the pore structure of filling medium inside the fracture is the main seepage channel in the early stage of loading, and with the increase of confining pressure, the gap between fractures decreases and the porosity of the filling medium reduces. In the middle and later periods of the confining pressure loading, irreversible plastic deformation occurs because the filling medium of fracture has been compacted at the early stage of loading and the space structure is destroyed, the rest of the seepage channel is closed down. At this time, the increase of confining pressure has a small effect on fracture seepage channel, and then the rate of permeability declines to slow down.

After the permeability test, it was found that the gypsum mortar in the through-filling fracture of each specimen has been compacted, concave holes appear in the gypsum mortar at the top of the specimen (which is the outlet of pore water) fillin. When the gap width is bigger (i.e., 3 mm and 5 mm), there are obvious holes and seepage channels formed by vertical cracks on the surface of filling gypsum mortar, which indicates that plastic failure occurred in the interior of gypsum mortar, and the filling gypsum mortar tend to extrude from cracks.

3.2.2. Effect of Roughness on Permeability of Through-Filling Fractures. According to Figure 6(a), when the gap width is 1.5 mm, at the initial stage of confining pressure loading, the fracture permeability at the same confining pressure tends to decrease with the increase of roughness, and the dispersion is relatively large. With the increase of confining pressure, this trend gradually weakens, and the influence of roughness on the permeability of through-filling fracture decreases gradually. The reason may be that in the early stage of confining pressure loading, the pore structures in the thin layer of filling media with different roughness curves have not been compacted yet, which constitutes the main seepage channel through the filling fracture. In this case, the roughness has a strong influence on the permeability of the fracture; the larger the value is, the longer the seepage path will be and the lower the permeability of the through-filling fracture will be. In the middle and later periods of the confining pressure loading, because the thin layer medium is pressured, even plastic failed (when confining pressure is greater than the compressive strength of gypsum mortar), the porosity decreases rapidly and flow capacity reduces, and the influence of seepage path on the permeability of through-filling crack decreases, the enhanced influence of confining pressure leads to reduction of the difference of permeability of filling fractures with different roughness. With the increase of the gap width, the permeability dispersion of filling fractures with different roughness under the same confining pressure decreases significantly, and the influence of roughness on permeability decreases as shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c).

This phenomenon can also be illustrated by the change of the permeability standard deviation of through-filling fractures with 10 grades roughness at every gap width under the same confining pressure (Figure 7). As shown in Figure 7, in the early stage of confining pressure loading, the larger the gap width is, the smaller the permeability standard deviation of the through-filling fracture with different roughness is. The reason is with the increase of the thickness of the fracture, the influence of the roughness coefficient of the fracture surface (effective height) on the seepage path of the filling fracture will be gradually weakened. When the filling thickness is large enough, the influence of fracture surface roughness will be completely eliminated. When the gap width is 5.0 mm, the permeability standard deviation of the filling fracture with different roughness is basically unchanged during confining pressure loading. In addition, with the increase of confining pressure, the permeability standard deviation of the filling fracture with different roughness and widths of 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm decreases rapidly and tends to be stable.

3.2.3. Effect of Gap Width on Permeability of Through-Filling Fractures. The influence of gap width on permeability of through-filling fractures is shown in Figure 8. For through-filling fractures with different roughness, there is a rule that the larger the gap width is, the greater the fracture permeability is at the beginning and the end of confining pressure loading. The reason is that the filling medium in the
fractures has high porosity and strong permeability, and if roughness of fractures is the same, the larger the filling medium thickness (equal to the gap width) is, the larger the cross-sectional area of the seepage flow will be, which leads to a higher fracture permeability. Meanwhile, in the process of confining pressure loading, the permeability curves of the through-filling fractures with gap widths of 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm are intersected twice. The reason may be that in the early stage of the confining pressure loading, pore structures in the through-filling medium are compressed both at the gap widths of 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm, but relative to the through-filling fracture with gap width of 1.5 mm, the range of pore structure is bigger, the compression amount is larger at gap width 3.0 mm, and the permeability declines faster.

Thus, the permeability curves at two gap widths are crossed for the first time. With the continuous increase of confining pressure, the pore structure of the filling medium in the fracture with gap widths of 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm is gradually compacted and the permeability gradually tends to be stable. At this moment, the seepage cross-sectional area at the gap width of 3.0 mm is larger than that of 1.5 mm and the permeability decreases slowly and leads to the second crossover in the permeability curve between the gap widths of 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm.

As shown in Figure 8, the confining pressure-permeability test results of through-filling fractures with different roughness and gap widths can be described by the following functional relationship by nonlinear fitting:

![Figure 6: Relations between confining pressure and permeability of through-filling fractures with different JRCs and gap widths: (a) gap width 1.5 mm; (b) gap width 3.0 mm; (c) gap width 5 mm.](image-url)
Figure 7: Relationship between permeability standard deviation of through-filling fractures with different JRCs and confining pressures.

Figure 8: Results of confining pressure versus permeability of through-filling fracture with different gap widths: (a) JRC = 1; (b) JRC = 3; (c) JRC = 5; (d) JRC = 9.
where \( k \) is the permeability of fractures \( (m^2) \); \( k_0 \) is the initial permeability \( (m^2) \); \( \alpha \) is a fitting parameters; and \( p_c \) is the confining pressure (MPa). Initial permeability \( k_0 \) and fitting parameter \( \alpha \) at different roughness and gap widths can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Initial permeability \( k_0 \) and fitting parameter \( \alpha \) at different roughness and gap widths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The rank of JRC</th>
<th>Gap width 1.5 mm</th>
<th>Gap width 3.0 mm</th>
<th>Gap width 5.0 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( k_0 )</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( k_0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>9.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>8.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>7.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>8.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>8.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>8.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>8.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>8.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>8.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fitting degrees of the curves are all higher than 95.92%, so the fitting effect is very good. Thus, this function can be used to describe the confining pressure-permeability relationship of the through-filling fractures with different roughness and gap widths.

Figure 9 shows the variation rule of the permeability standard deviation of through-filling fractures with different gap widths and confining pressures. As shown in Figure 9, in the early stage of confining pressure loading, the permeability standard deviation of through-filling fractures tends to increase with the increase of roughness and confining pressures. However, with the increase of confining pressure, the permeability standard deviation of through-filling fractures with different roughness decreased and the influence of roughness on the permeability of the through-filling fractures will be gradually eliminated.

4. Conclusion

Based on 3D digital modeling and 3D printing technology, 30 rock specimens with 10 grades roughness \( (JRC = 0\sim20) \) and 3 kinds of gap width \((1.5, 3.0, \text{ and } 5.0 \text{ mm respectively}) \) were produced, and permeability tests were carried out within the range of permeability pressure 1.0MPa and confining pressure 1.2\sim12.0MPa; the conclusions are as follows:

1. Combined with 3D digital reconstruction and 3D printing technology, fracture structures with different roughness and gap widths can be produced quickly by the method of preexisting fissures. Although 3D printing materials are not suitable as substitutes for natural rock materials at present, due to the disadvantages of low strength and high plasticity, it can greatly improve the precision of fracture inserts and be helpful for test model preparation of complex fractured rock mass.

2. Roughness and gap width are important factors affecting the seepage characteristics of jointed rock mass. When the gap width is relatively small \((1.5 \text{ mm}) \), the effect of roughness on the permeability of the through-filling fracture is obvious at the initial stage of confining pressure loading, and the fracture permeability decreases with the increase of roughness. With the increase of confining pressure and gap width, the effect of roughness on fracture permeability decreases rapidly.

3. The permeability of through-filling fractures with different roughness and gap widths decreases with the increase of confining pressure. In the early stage of confining pressure loading, the rate of permeability decreases rapidly, and in the middle and later stages of confining pressure loading, the rate of permeability decreases rapidly.

4. In the process of confining pressure loading, there is a rule that the greater the gap width is, the greater the crack permeability is when the confining pressure is small. The greater the roughness is, the greater the difference of the permeability between different gap widths is. However, with the increase of confining pressure, the effect of roughness will be gradually eliminated. The relationship between confining pressure and permeability of through-filling fracture can be described by the power function.
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